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About This Game

Steampunk Syndicate 2 is tower defense with elements of collectible card game! This Game is made in awesome steampunk
setting. We created a game world with eccentric characters, steampunk weapons, towers and highly detailed levels such as the

Seaside Town, Flying Zeppelin, Temple of Time, Derelict Firing Field, Ruins of Spire and the Realm of the King.

In Steampunk Syndicate 2 you will confront waves of relentless enemies. Build and fortify defensive towers: gatling gun,
elemental fire thrower, bomber, tesla robot and generator.

Game Features:
⚔️ More than 40 free levels to challenge your strategy.

⚔️ 5 upgradeable towers.
⚔️ Customizable steampunk robot.

⚔️ 2 upgradeable heroes.
⚔️ Fantastic eye-catching art design.

Resistance and their giant steampunk machine The Defender have to protect their world again!
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Perfect "timekiller" !. This games fun. The core game is quite easy but the challenges are hard. It's not easy getting 100%, which
adds a fair bit of replay value.. really bad; doesnt make any fun; the loobys for multiplayer are always empty and the campaign
is incredibly boring - I wnat my money back - this game really sucks!!! DONT BUY!!!. On the hole a generally enjoyable
experience. I do hope the developer updates this experience later on as there is a lot of lost potential.

Please allow normal walking options (my personal pet peeve) the current move setup forces you to clip through walls and floors
Better textures,
Different scenery options would really go well to give a better idea of scale and speed (good examples would be flying over the
pyramids and the titanic, inside the hanger and at its maximum altitude.
Animations for the crew and passengers.
Maybe add information points around the ship (toggle on and off) so you can explore the ship at your leisure.. It's actually pretty
fun. Chaining kills with the batto skill, deflecting bullets, throwing shurikens or just slicing through enemies with your sword.
When you can string all of these moves together without dying everything just feels right and is quite satisfying. Throw in a
pretty decent soul sounding soundtrack and you'll have yourself a good time.

I guess I'll name some notable problems too:
- The game is kinda easy. You can use a bait tactic with the enemies that have guns, just find a corner and wait for them. Killing
them by deflecting their bullets back at them is one of the more satisfying things to do in this game but you'll find the cheap
tactic is more effective and less risky.
- Enemies also get stuck on objects and walls, this doesn't happen all of the the time but it does happen more than it should.
- Another problem I have with the game is a lot of the character models blend in with the backround, so when you're trying to
find that last guy you may pass him a few times. This is an issue with the overall art, which looks like it was done with microsoft
paint.
- No restart button, if you plan on trying to 100% a level. You'll need to constantly go back to the main menu and continue from
your last save because a requirement to get an achievement\/hat is to not die during the level.
- Lastly, the hats. There's a lot of them but unfortunately they don't do anything. They're just purely cosmetic. I haven't
unlocked all of them yet but I haven't found any reason to change your hat. If each hat gave you a new ability or different
weapon, I think this game would be SO much better and give the player a reason to unlock them.

Overall, I think they nailed the feeling of playing as a samurai in this pretty niche sub-genre. There's a lot more room for
improvement and If they do make a sequel I hope the hats each have their own movesets and weapons. I'd recommend only
buying it on sale.. My daughter loves this game. She's been playing it off and on for a year now. Multiple ending and gobs of
things to interact with add to the replayability of the Freddi Fish games. It has helped my daughter learn to use a mouse so that's
a bonus.

I have had problems getting the resolution set correctly on our laptop but there is a workaround available for that issue.

Recommended for kids.. Amazing game, I like how if I pass the hill I fall in to an endless loop.

This game is super duper awesome, I mean you can run through trees, and if you go underneath water you don't drown, and the
water disappears.. This game is worth the money. Play it without knowing anything about it, you'll be pleasently surprised.. I
love "LOVER TO..." and "Futari no Album"
So emotional ^ ^. If you have a lot of free time just to enjoy empty space, then this game is a gem for you to waste your life for
nothing in a shiny cover. I'm not a beta-tester to write the whole list of bugs I've found in one hour. Do it on your own if you
wish.
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A okay game. This barely qualifies as good as there are glitches (passengers, AI cars) steering is a bit poor, the fare system is
nice. I think this qualifies as a 6/10 game. Pika.. kind of lol for a game that is just mouse usage.. I only needed ten minutes with
Lucidity to see what it was all about. Some games are like that, they put everything they have right out from the get-go and don't
ever push past that foundation. Lucidity certainly starts with plenty of promise in its storybook world and charming presentation.
It's just when you actually get down to playing it that it falters.

The game opens in a quaint little house on a hill, where a little girl lives with her doting grandma. Your wee lass nods off while
reading tales of adventure, and dreams of traveling to fantastical faraway lands. This is where the action is, in the dreams of this
young lady, and it's up to you to help her get through her adventure in one adorable piece. And maybe collect some fireflies,
too!

I'm sure that all sounds peachy until you play it. See, Lucidity is one of those platformers where you don't actually control your
character. Sofi (her name is Sofi, I had to look that up) trundles along to the right at a steady clip, only stopping if she literally
runs into a wall. Otherwise she'll happily plunge off a cliff or smack face-first into a dream wasp. There's no jumping, no
ducking, and while we're on the subject there's no way to speed up her slow stroll, either.

To help her not toddle into certain death like an idiot, you get to place objects in the world that protect her. These include
planks and stairs to walk on, springs and fans to launch her, and bombs that can clear enemies away and take chunks out of solid
surfaces. You don't get to place these freely, though, because each item is chosen for you, one at a time, Tetris-style. You can
bank one item for later use but in general you're going to be working with whatever the game decides to give you at the moment.

I suppose this could work with some clever level design but that's the last thing you're going to get here. Levels are vast expanses
of blocky platforms and pits of death and enemies that require some quick thinking when placing objects. Honestly placing
objects is always going to require quick thinking, because as slow as Sofi is she doesn't tend to give you much room to work
with on her teeny-tiny platforms hanging in a deadly void. There's a huge amount of vertical space to explore as well, with
elevated areas that you're only going to get to with a lucky combination of springs and fans anyway.

The end result just isn't any fun, and it's dragged even further down by a conspicuous lack of polish. The art style is a flat papier
mache style but coupled with the sharp, straight lines that comprise platforms, levels end up looking like cheap vector art. Some
of the backgrounds are nice to look at but others feature some terrible and distracting color combinations. The worst offender is
your own interface, with flat yellow silhouettes for your objects, and flat blue silhouettes for the ones you place. It seriously
looks like placeholder art, lacking any sort of effects or continuity with the world.

Platformers with indirect control are always a dicey proposition because the threshold for frustration is so much lower. You feel
like most of the game is out of your hands, leaving you to simply react to what someone else is doing. Something like Kirby's
Canvas Curse worked wonderfully because you had a huge amount of control over your character and the world around him,
just in an indirect manner. That's not at all the case here, where you can't even choose how to save Sofi from her own stupidity,
you just throw whatever you have at her and hope for the best. Coupled with the unpleasant level design and inconsistent art,
Lucidity is more of a nightmare than the dream walk it's supposed to be.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https:\/\/goldplatedgames.com\/ or on my curation page!. I must not complete the mission.. Played with the few basic things
available and had some fun. Would be great to be able to search, see beyond page 1, etc, but I guess that is for the future!. I first
played this when it came out a couple of decades ago and I loved it then: the increase in difficulty kept it challenging and the
animation and characters were cute.

I now play it with my under-5 year old who also loves it - it has play-ability for group watching and input, many different ages,
and I love the small edits they've made in the re-release: the staggered difficulty increase for the different sections of the map
etc.

Love it.. This is a awsem game,
 Its the one game in its genra to actualy make me feel like a gladiater
Many different old school weapons that colide with everything they touch weather its a table, a sword in your other hand, your
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shield or your enemys neck bone.
Variaty in enemy types wich are all kind of smart ai and can block attacks , I feel this could use a little more work tho.
Progression system to unlock weapons.
different missions with different challanges.
Dismemberment and slo motion.

Highly recomend. Funny game, especially when you hit ♥♥♥♥ing dinosaurs with one bullet of a minigun an it gets split into
two parts like it's sliced with a katana. This game is hilarious and is fun to play, too. Don't know why everyone's so mad about
this. This game is obviously for achievement hunters. Don't take it too serious when you pay less than half a euro for a game.
You can't expect something like Serious Sam for this price.
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